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were Acts passed relating to this mystic beverage
from 1663, c. 13, "To encourage home manu
factures, foreign mum not to be imported," down
to 1696, c. 2, "Additional excise laid on mum."

NOMAD.

FUNERAL ARMOUR IN CHURCHES (5th S. ix.
429 ; x. 11, 73, 129, 152, 199, 276, 317 ; xi. 73,
178, 252, 375, 457; xii. 155; 6t h S. i. 446;
ii. 218, 477).-In the little church of Weston
Underwood (Cowper's Weston), near Olney, in
Buckinghamshire, I saw the other day a helmet
and its crest, a white parrot, suspended on the
wall of the south aisle. By its side hangs what I
am told is very rare, namely, an ancient tabard,
with the pattern still clearly defined.

E. \VALFORD, M.A.
Hampstead, N. W.

"HARD," A PIER OR LANDING-PLACE (6th S.
iii. 188, 434).-The middle of a road is in this
neighbourhood called" the hard" to distinguish it
from the sides, which are not stoned. Some twenty
or twenty-five years ago there was a trial at Lincoln
assizes concerning certain encroachments which
had been made on a highway in the parish of
Laughton, near Gainsborough, I was present, and
well remember that one chief matter in dispute
was whether land had been taken in within fifteen
feet of the middle of" the hard." The word was
used many times during the trial. As it was a
-ease of much local interest, I have no doubt that
a pretty full report of it may be found in the
Stamford Mercury of the time. "The hard" is
sometimes, I 30m .informed, used to distinguish a
raised footpath from the rest of the highway.
This, however, is, I think, uncommon. We usually
say" the trod" or " the foot-trod':'

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

IMITATIVE VERSE (6 th S. ii. 227, 518; iii.
476). - Another well-known example is to be
found iu Vergil's description of Camilla in ./Eneid,
vii. 808:-

" Illa vel intactre segetis per summa volaret
Gramina j nec teneras cursu lresisset aristas :
Vel mare per medium, fluctu suspensa tumenti,
Ferret iter; celeres nee tingeret requore plantas."

The rapid flow of these lines is imitated by (I
think) Pope :-
"Not so when swift Camilla scours the plain,

Flies o'er th' unbending corn, and skims along the
main." #'

Hampstead, N.W.

"OHEESE IT" (6th S. iii. 188, 373, 418, 475).
In this connexion the following extract, from the
·description of a bicycle run in a recent number
-of the (Boston, U.S.) Bicycling World, may prove
interesting as a coincidence :-

"Hark! The merrv ra-ta-ta of a fish horn is heard,
and up rise in splendid form a strange and nondescript
band. An ape wobbles ahead with his tail comfortably
coiled around the backbone; and his retinue of masked
riders, impersonating everything that is wild, grotesque,
and strange under the azure heavens, follow in mysterious
silence. Nobody knows who they are until a small boy
on the fence cries shrilly-' Harvard, do you go before
you get there l' 'I'here is a perceptible commotion in
the ranks until the captain's stern voice says :-' Chede
it !-ah, cheese it ! ' and then they pass by in ignominious
silence."

ALPHONSE ESTOCLET.
St. Mary's College, Peckham.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.
Remains of Geniilisme and Judaisme. By John Aubrey,

1686·7. Edited by James Britten. (Folk-lore
Society.)

Folk-lm'e Recm·d. Vol. III. Part II. (Same Society.)
AUBREY was a credulous person. He seems to have
received with confidence almost everything, however
wonderful, which any one told him with a grave face.
This is an unhappy form of character for anyone to
possess who is desirous of instructing his fellow creatures
by original thought, but it was in many ways useful to
him as a collector of folk-lore. Had Aubrey been in
any sense a critic it is to be feared that he would have
rejected much that we now value highly. A little power
of comparison and analysis would, however, have been
useful to him in one direction. Aubrey thought, as most
persons of his generation did, that nearly all our popular
mythology was derived from Roman or Biblical sources,
This we now know to be an error, and to some of us it
must seem a very strange one. It was not, however,
unnatural for those whose literary culture was confined
almost solely to the classical tongues to assume that all
popular knowledge and superstition had come from
those languages which had been the source of almost all
the knowledge which they themselves esteemed. John
Aubrey could not be aware of the high value which
would be set on every relic of popular religion and
science by those who came after him, and he is not to
be blamed for having left unrecorded so much of that
which we are quite certain he knew, nor for having
communicated what he did preserve in a most uninvit
ing form. On the other hand, it is strange that he
should have thought such" old wives' fables" in any
way worthy of serious thought. His contemporaries
we know counted it mere folly, but we owe to this un
wisdom of his one of the most important collections we
possess. If, indeed, he had done nothing more than
preserve for future use tho wild Yorkshire soul dirge
beginning,

"This can night, this ean night,
Every night and awle,"

we should have been much in his debt. It has been
often printed, notably by Sir Walter Scott in his Min
strelsy of the Scottish Border, and by Mr. Atkinson in his
Glossary of the Cleveland Dialect; it has, perhaps, how
ever, not l\S yet received all the attention it deserves.
The "Brig 0' Dread ... no brader than a thread," over
which souls have to pass, seems to point to the Arabic
tradition of the bridge of Al Sir3ot,which is laid over the
midst of hell, and is finer than It hair and sharper than
the edge of a sword, across which all have to pass ere
they enter paradise or hell. It is important to know
whether the idea of this bridge is the common property
of the Aryan and Semitic peoples, or whether it was


